Abstract-This paper describes a new model-based speaker adaptation algorithm called the eigenvoice approach. The approach constrains the adapted model to be a linear combination of a small number of basis vectors obtained offline from a set of reference speakers, and thus greatly reduces the number of free parameters to be estimated from adaptation data. These "eigenvoice" basis vectors are orthogonal to each other and guaranteed to represent the most important components of variation between the reference speakers. Experimental results for a small-vocabulary task (letter recognition) given in the paper show that the approach yields major improvements in performance for tiny amounts of adaptation data. For instance, we obtained 16% relative improvement in error rate with one letter of supervised adaptation data, and 26% relative improvement with four letters of supervised adaptation data. After a comparison of the eigenvoice approach with other speaker adaptation algorithms, the paper concludes with a discussion of future work.
I. INTRODUCTION
W HEN a speaker-dependent (SD) system trained on speech from a given speaker is tested on other speech data from , the error rate may be as low as a half to a third that of a similar speaker-independent (SI) speech recognition system tested on the same data [18] , [29] . The goal of research on speaker adaptation is to achieve performance on each new speaker approaching that of an SD system for that speaker, while avoiding the need for unacceptably large amounts of adaptation data for each new speaker. The meaning of "unacceptably large" depends on the application. Requiring the purchaser of a dictation system to train the system for 30 to 40 min may be acceptable, since he or she is planning to use the system for years to come. On the other hand, in many commercially attractive applications, such as ordering items over the telephone, one can only count on a few seconds of unsupervised speech. This paper addresses the latter case, describing a new modelbased rapid speaker adaptation algorithm called the eigenvoice approach. Model-based algorithms differ from other adaptation algorithms (such as speaker normalization [39] ) in that they adapt to a new speaker by modifying the parameters of the system's speaker model. Standard model-based algorithms such as maximum a posteriori (MAP) adaptation [14] , [15] , [42] and maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) adaptation Manuscript received May 17, 1999 ; revised April 14, 2000 . The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Rafid A. Sukkar.
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[12], [31] , [32] require significant amounts of adaptation data from the new speaker in order to perform better than a similar SI system. However, in the last two years, model-based algorithms that achieve rapid speaker adaptation have been devised [13] , [17] , [18] , [25] - [27] . These "speaker space" algorithms constrain the adapted model to be a linear combination of a small number of basis vectors obtained offline from a set of reference speakers, and thus greatly reduce the number of free parameters to be estimated from adaptation data. These algorithms are related to an older approach, speaker clustering [11] , [24] . In their application of a priori constraints derived from reference speakers, they also resemble extended MAP (EMAP) [28] , [38] , which employs precomputed correlations between acoustic units to estimate unseen distributions, though the details are quite different. All these model-based speaker adaptation algorithms, and some others, are discussed in the paper. Unlike other speaker space algorithms, the eigenvoice approach finds basis vectors that are orthogonal to each other and guaranteed to represent the most important components of variation between the reference speakers. Furthermore, the approach allows the number of basis vectors employed during recognition (i.e., the number of degrees of freedom for the adapted model) to vary dynamically. We give experimental results for the eigenvoice approach on a small-vocabulary task (letter recognition), showing that eigenvoice-based Gaussian mean adaptation can produce major improvements in performance for tiny amounts of adaptation data. For instance, we obtained 16% relative improvement in error rate with one letter of supervised adaptation data, and 26% relative improvement with four letters of supervised adaptation data.
We look at what the eigenvoices tell us about inter-speaker variation. Finally, we outline future work, discussing how the approach could be extended to estimate other HMM parameters besides the Gaussian means, and how it could be modified for application in large-vocabulary systems.
II. EIGENVOICE APPROACH

A. Eigenfaces
"There are many examples of families of patterns for which it is possible to obtain a useful systematic characterization. Often, the initial motivation might be no more than the intuitive notion that the family is low dimensional, that is, in some sense, any given member might be represented by a small number of parameters. Possible candidates for such families of patterns are abundant both in nature and in the literature. Such examples include turbulent flows, human speech, and the subject of this correspondence, human faces " ( [23, pg. 103] ). Our work on eigenvoices was inspired by current research on face recognition. As the quotation above suggests, there are hidden similarities between the study of faces and the study of voices; techniques applied in one area may be helpful in the other. Face recognition is the problem of trying to match a given two-dimensional (2-D) face image to a set of face images in a database. Initially, researchers applied general-purpose image processing techniques to this problem. However, building on the work of Kirby and Sirovich [23] , they soon realized that the dimensionality of "face space"-the space of variation between photographs of human faces with the same orientation and scale lit in the same way-is much smaller than the dimensionality of a single face considered as an arbitrary 2-D image. As a useful approximation, one may consider an individual face image to be a linear combination of a small number of face components or "eigenfaces" derived from a set of reference face images. One converts each reference image into a vector of floating point numbers representing light intensity in each pixel, calculates the covariance or correlation matrix between these reference vectors, and then applies principal component analysis (PCA) [22] to find the eigenvectors of the matrix: the eigenfaces.
An important advantage of PCA is that the eigenvectors are ordered by the magnitude of their contribution to the variation between the reference images. In the face recognition literature, the vector obtained by averaging over all reference images is called "eigenface 0," and the other eigenfaces from "eigenface 1" onwards model variation from this average face. The expansion is truncated at some point, say after eigenface . Faces are represented as eigenface 0 plus a linear combination of the remaining eigenfaces; PCA guarantees that for the original set of data points, the mean-square error introduced by truncating the expansion after the th eigenvector is minimized. Incidentally, the eigenfaces are not themselves usually plausible faces, only directions of variation between faces.
To find the best match for an image of a person's face in a set of stored facial images, one may calculate the Euclidean distances between the vector of coordinates representing the new face and each of the -dimensional vectors representing the stored faces, and then choose the stored image yielding the smallest distance [40] . In these experiments, for which the training data (the collection of images used to calculate the eigenfaces) and the test data consisted of faces with the same orientation and scale lit in the same way, excellent results were obtained with about eigenfaces. Recently, more sophisticated methods [6] , some employing probability distributions over eigenface space [34] , have been studied.
B. What are Eigenvoices?
The obvious parallel in speech research to face recognition is not speech recognition but speaker recognition (usually called "speaker identification and verification"). However, if speaker adaptation is viewed in a rather unfamiliar way, the applicability of PCA to this problem becomes apparent. Instead of thinking of speaker adaptation as a way of improving an initial SI model, we can think of it as finding a good SD model for the new speaker in the space of possible SD models.
The eigenvoice approach is summarized in Fig. 1 . We begin with a reference set of well-trained SD models, plus an SI model. From each of the SD models, we extract a "supervector" containing the parameters to be adapted. In the experiments described below, we extracted from the SD models the means of the HMM output Gaussians [25] - [27] . Parameters may be put into the supervectors in an arbitrary order, as long as the number of extracted parameters and the order are the same for all speakers. That is, index of the supervector from speaker 1 must represent the same parameter as does index for any of the other speakers. Applied to the supervectors, each of dimension , a dimensionality reduction technique (DRT) yields eigenvectors, each of dimension . Eigenvector 0 is the mean supervector, and the rest are the principal components (ordered by the magnitude of their contribution to variation in the reference supervectors). We then throw away the higher-order eigenvectors, keeping only those numbered from 0 up to (where ); we call those that remain the "eigenvoices." For the experiments described here, the DRT employed was PCA, but we could have used instead independent component analysis (ICA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), or even a DRT specifically designed to facilitate speaker adaptation (see Section VII-A). As summarized in Jolliffe's book on PCA, the standard reference on the topic [22] , there are two variants of PCA: one in which the principal components are derived from the covariance matrix of the variables, and one in which they are derived from the correlation matrix. The latter is recommended in cases where the variables have different units of measurement or are of different types, to prevent variables with large absolute values from dominating the analysis [22, pp. 16-17] . Since acoustic features in HMM represent different physical quantities, the correlation variant of PCA was employed in all experiments described below.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the computationally intensive SD training and PCA steps are carried out offline, before recognition begins. Adaptation to a new speaker is computationally cheap. As described in the next subsection, we assume that the supervector for the new speaker is a linear combination of the eigenvoices, of form ; the space spanned by the vector defined by this expression is called " -space." Since is much smaller than , this is a very powerful constraint, and only a small amount of adaptation data is required to estimate the (with the help of the SI model-see below). Having constructed the supervector for the new speaker, we then copy the values in the supervector into the appropriate parameters of the adapted model for the new speaker. Parameters not represented in the supervector must be obtained from elsewhere-for instance, in our mean adaptation experiments, the variances and transition probabilities were obtained from the SI model. Finally, the can be re-estimated (with the help of the adapted model).
The eigenvoice approach greatly reduces the number of parameters to be estimated for the new speaker. In the letter recognition experiments described below, the use of eigenvoices enabled us to transform a problem requiring calculation of 2808 parameters (estimation of the Gaussian means for the adapted model) into a problem requiring calculation of five or ten free parameters. The price paid for this simplification of the problem is the assumption that all new speakers the system will encounter are located in -space, or so near -space that it makes no practical difference. To make sure this assumption is realistic, the set of reference speakers should be as diverse as possible.
C. Estimating the Eigenvoice Coefficients
Let each new speaker be represented by a point in -space
The problem is to estimate the weights from adaptation data. After some experimentation with a method based on projection we decided to use a maximum-likelihood estimator called maximum likelihood eigen-decomposition (MLED), which can be applied in the case of Gaussian mean adaptation in a CDHMM system [25] . For each observation in the adaptation data from the new speaker, one needs to estimate the occupation probability for each output Gaussian represented in the supervector for the new speaker. In the first iteration of MLED, these occupation probabilities are estimated from an SI model; in subsequent iterations, they are estimated from the adapted model. The covariance matrix for each distribution also comes from the SI model (unlike occupation probabilities, the covariance matrices are not re-estimated in subsequent iterations).
If is a Gaussian in a mixture Gaussian output distribution for state in a set of HMM's for a given speaker, first "normalize" each observation for by subtracting the corresponding component of mean reference vector , i.e., the part of pertaining to in . Let number of features; inverse covariance for in state ; normalized observation vector (length ) at time ; adapted mean for mixture of ; ( -occupation prob.). To maximize the likelihood of observation with respect to , one iteratively maximizes an auxiliary function , where is current model and is estimated model (as in [31] ). Thus The are the coefficients of the eigenvoice model
To maximize , set ; assuming the eigenvalues are independent, . One obtains for (8) Thus, there are equations to solve for the unknown weights ( values). The new model thus obtained yields new values for the occupation probabilities ; this estimation process can be iterated until the weights converge.
III. RELATED WORK ON SPEAKER ADAPTATION
A. Introduction
The eigenvoice approach is quite different from two frequently-used model-based algorithms for speaker adaptation, MAP estimation and MLLR. MAP estimation applied to continuous-density HMMs is described in [14] , [15] . Unlike the eigenvoice approach, standard MAP only updates the parameters of Gaussians that have observations assigned to them, and thus converges slowly in a system with many output Gaussians. For instance, when MAP adaptation was applied to a recognizer for the 991-word RM task, 94.4% of the Gaussian means were completely unaffected after one adaptation sentence; after 40 adaptation sentences, 35.7% of the Gaussian means still had not changed from the original a priori values ([2, Table I] ).
Like the eigenvoice approach, MLLR updates the parameters of all Gaussians, whether observed or unobserved [10] , [31] , [32] . However, standard MLLR adaptation is much less constrained by prior knowledge, other than that contained in the regression class definitions and in the initial speaker-independent model on which the transformations are performed. By contrast, the eigenvoice approach puts a heavy emphasis on prior knowledge about systematic patterns of variation between the reference speakers. The number of degrees of freedom during global MLLR adaptation is roughly equivalent to the number of parameters in the global transformation matrix, while the number of degrees of freedom during eigenvoice adaptation is equivalent to the number of eigenvoices. Thus, MLLR adaptation has far more degrees of freedom (in the experiments reported below, global MLLR had about 500 degrees of freedom, and the eigenvoice approach 1, 5, or 10 degrees).
The techniques most closely resembling the eigenvoice approach are those which update parameters for both observed and unobserved Gaussians during adaptation, while applying strong constraints derived from prior knowledge. These include the EMAP and RMP variants of MAP, hard and soft speaker clustering, and reference speaker weighting. A technique developed by Hu et al.for vowel classification is also relevant.
B. EMAP and RMP
A variant of MAP called "extended maximum a posteriori estimation" (EMAP) attempts to achieve faster convergence by looking at correlations between the acoustic units employed by a recognizer (e.g., phonemes or words). Use of these correlations by EMAP enables an observation of a speech unit from the new speaker to modify not only the model for that unit, but also models for unseen units that are correlated with [28] , [37] , [38] . Cox extended this technique to utilize both pairwise and multiple correlations in an alphabet recognition task [9] . With three utterances of 13 "enrollment" letters as adaptation data for each speaker, he obtained a drop in the error rate on 13 test letters from 17.0% for the SI model to 3.0% for the adapted models. However, the experimental protocol assumed that one knows in advance the source (enrollment) and target (test) distributions; this would not be true for most practical applications. More recently, Ahadi-Sarkani applied multiple-correlation EMAP to continuous-density HMMs, calling this method "regression-based model prediction" (RMP) [2] , [3] . The selection of a particular set of source (seen) parameters to predict a particular target (unseen) parameter is made during adaptation, since it depends partly on the amount of adaptation data for each potential source element. Although RMP adaptation is computationally intensive, it is faster than MAP: in one experiment, 96% of the mean parameters had been updated after a single adaptation sentence, compared with just 5.6% updated parameters for MAP. RMP always outperforms MAP, and converges to it for a large number of adaptation sentences [2] , [3] .
C. Hard and Soft Speaker Clustering
Researchers who believe, as we do, in the importance of different types of speakers have traditionally resorted to "hard" speaker clustering (since [11] ). Instead of creating a single SI model, one creates several clusters of reference speakers according to some measure of acoustic similarity and trains a complete model set for each cluster; when data from the new speaker become available, one chooses one of the cluster models. Variants of this approach are found in [21] , [24] , [30] , [33] ; a hybrid technique that combines speaker clustering with MLLR is presented in [36] .
Like the eigenvoice approach and reference speaker weighting (below), Gales's "soft clustering" constrains the model for the new speaker to be a linear combination, given by an ML estimator, of models obtained from reference speakers [13] . The reference models are obtained by an iterative scheme called "cluster adaptive training" (CAT) which is related to speaker-adaptive training (SAT) [4] , [5] . Given initial cluster definitions, one can estimate interpolation weights for each reference speaker; given the weights for the reference speaker, one can re-estimate the cluster means. This intricate training scheme comes in two flavors: a model-based variant in which clusters are represented by a set of Gaussian component means, and a transform-based variant in which they are represented by MLLR transforms from a canonical model (as in SAT). For a fixed number of clusters, the latter approach has considerably fewer degrees of freedom. Gales quotes a figure of about 5% relative improvement in error rate when a CAT soft-clustered model is used as the prior for MLLR, as compared to using an SI prior. This was for a system with 2755 states and 12 Gaussian components per state, with multiple MLLR transforms estimated on 50 adaptation sentences [13] .
The eigenvoice approach and CAT soft clustering are both ways of pooling data from the reference speakers and reducing the dimensionality of speaker space. It would be interesting to learn more about the relationship between the initial cluster definitions provided to CAT and the final ones: perhaps the final cluster means depend strongly on the original cluster definitions, or alternatively, perhaps CAT "learns" dimensions of variation that are independent of the original definitions (maybe CAT even learns dimensions of variation similar to those provided by PCA).
D. Reference Speaker Weighting
Reference speaker weighting (RSW) is the technique that most closely resembles the eigenvoice approach. To implement this technique, Hazen and Glass train a model for each of reference speakers [17] , [18] . They assume that the adapted model for the new speaker must be a linear combination of the reference models Finally, they derive a maximum-likelihood estimator for the set of in much the same way as was shown above for the eigenvoices.
Since Hazen and Glass were working on the medium-vocabulary DARPA RM task, it was difficult to obtain sufficient training data for the reference speaker models. The same problem will arise if an attempt is made to extend the eigenvoice approach to medium-vocabulary or large-vocabulary systems; thus, Hazen and Glass's solution is of great interest (see the discussion in Section VII-B). The reference models in their experiments represent the centroid for each speaker. To implement RSW, these researchers first define phone classes in such a way that there are enough data to estimate the mean feature vector (centroid) for each of these classes for each reference speaker. Mixture component mean for state of an HMM for class and speaker is modeled as the sum of the centroid plus an offset
The offsets are estimated over all reference speakers (i.e., are assumed to be speaker-independent); each model vector is obtained by concatenating the centroids for speaker
To obtain the complete HMMs for the new speaker at runtime, the vector is obtained by means of the ML estimator. The remaining parameters-the s, the covariances, and the transition probabilities-can then be obtained from the speakerindependent model.
There is a single difference between basic RSW and the eigenvoice approach-the application of a dimensionality reduction technique (PCA) to the reference models. However, introduction of this step may have several advantages.
• by keeping only the most important dimensions of variation, it throws away noise in the reference speaker models and reduces dependence on the identity of the reference speakers; • by generating an orthogonal basis for -space, it makes estimation of the linear coefficients for the new speaker more robust; • as the number of reference speakers grows, the RSW approach becomes more expensive in terms of memory and computation during adaptation-an eigenvoice-based system can increase to get more accurate eigenvoices, while holding their number fixed (increasing offline but not online computation); • study of the first few eigenvoices may yield insights into the most important sources of variation between speakers (see Section VI below).
E. Vowel Classification and PCA
After submission of our original eigenvoice paper [25] , we became aware of work by Hu et al. applying PCA to a set of vectors representing SD models [19] . The goal of these researchers was to improve a Gaussian-mixture vowel classifier. PCA based on the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix was performed on a set of vectors consisting, for each reference speaker, of the concatenated mean feature vectors for vowels. Vowel data from the new speaker was projected onto the eigenvectors to estimate the new speaker's deviation from the reference speaker mean vector. Finally, classification was carried out either by subtracting the deviations from the new speaker's acoustic data (speaker normalization) or by adjusting the Gaussian classifier means to reflect the deviation (adaptation).
In experiments on TIMIT involving ten different vowels, a speaker-independent single mixture Gaussian classifier employing six formant-related acoustic features attained 62.8% correct vowel classification. With supervised adaptation data consisting of three other vowels pronounced by the same speaker, projection into the space spanned by the first two principal components yielded 71.6% correct vowel classification; unsupervised adaptation on the same adaptation data yielded 71.8% correct. Both results were better than those obtained by gender-dependent modeling (70.9% correct). Interestingly, these researchers found that the distribution of projections onto the first principal component separated all male speakers from all female speakers, suggesting that this component primarily conveys information about pitch and vocal tract length.
The main difference between the work done by Hu et al.and our work is that we applied PCA to estimate parameters of HMM's, rather than parameters of a vowel classifier. A minor difference is that we employed the variant of PCA that uses the correlation matrix rather than the covariance matrix, on the grounds that the acoustic parameters in HMM's represent a variety of physical quantities (see [22, pp. 16-17] ).
IV. EIGENVOICE EXPERIMENTS
A. Database and Experimental Approach
Mean adaptation experiments were carried out on the Isolet database [8] , which contains five sets of 30 speakers, each pronouncing the alphabet twice. From now on, each sequence of 26 letters pronounced by a given speaker will be "called a production" of the alphabet. After downsampling to 8 kHz, five splits of the data were done. Each split took four of the sets (120 speakers) as the reference data, and the remaining set (30 speakers) as test data. All results given in this paper are averaged over the five splits. Offline, maximum-likelihood (ML) training was carried out to obtain 120 SD models, and a supervector was extracted from each. Each SD model contained one HMM per letter of the alphabet, with each HMM having six single-Gaussian output states. Each Gaussian involved eighteen perceptual linear "predictive" (PLP) cepstral features whose trajectories were bandpass filtered. Thus, each supervector contained parameters, and for each split, PCA was applied to a set of 120 of these supervectors.
For each of the 30 test speakers in a given split of the data, adaptation data were drawn from the first production of the alphabet, and tested on the entire second production (26 letters). To implement the eigenvoice technique, PCA was performed on the supervectors (using the correlation matrix), yielding 120 eigenvoice vectors. For eigenvoice adaptation, only the first few eigenvoices , where 0 is the mean of the reference speaker supervectors, are retained; two iterations of MLED (see Section II-C) are used to estimate the weights on supervectors . Note that although MLED is general enough to handle estimation for mixture-Gaussian HMMs, in these experiments it was applied to single-Gaussian HMMs.
B. Results
In preliminary experiments, 150 SD models, each ML-trained on the entire first production for a given speaker and tested on that speaker's second alphabet production, yielded an average recognition result of 59.6%, indicating the inadequacy of this way of employing the information in the first production. SI models ML-trained on the 120 reference speakers (i.e., the speakers not in the same Isolet set as the test speaker) yielded 81.3% word percent correct (on average over the five splits). This figure was the baseline against which adaptation methods were evaluated. Fig. 2 shows the performance of three variants of the eigenvoice method, three other adaptation methods, and the SI baseline on this letter recognition task as a function of the amount of supervised adaptation data provided. Here, "MLED.5" denotes the eigenvoice method with , "MLED.10" denotes the eigenvoice method with , and "MLED.10 MAP" denotes MAP with MLED.10 model as prior. "MAP" is MAP with SI prior, "MLLR" is MLLR with SI prior applied globally (i.e., a single transformation matrix is estimated and applied to all Gaussians), and "MLLR MAP" is MAP taking the MLLR-trained model as prior. The results given for one letter of adaptation data were obtained by averaging over results for each of the 26 letters of the alphabet in the second production (see next section for more details). Similarly, the points in the graph for 4, 10, and 17 letters were each obtained by choosing different letter subsets from the first alphabet production as adaptation data, and testing each adapted model on the entire second production for that speaker. For MAP, was always set to 20. Qualitatively, the overall pattern can be summarized as follows. As expected, MAP is conservative, giving performance that is close to that of the SI system initially and gradually improving as more letters are seen. For less than about six letters of adaptation data, MAP performs worse than SI. This seems surprising, until one considers the mechanics of ML recognition. If a speaker has provided the system with a single letter of training data (say "E"), MAP yields an adapted model in which the HMM for "E" reflects the speech idiosyncrasies of , but the HMM's for all the other letters are derived purely from reference speakers (i.e., not from ). When the recognizer encounters another letter from -say, "B"-its "B" model, not trained on speech from , must compete with an "E" model partly trained on speech from . Clearly, the computed likelihood of the "E" model (wrong letter, but right speaker) having generated the "B" data will sometimes be higher than the computed likelihood for the "B" model (right letter, wrong set of speakers).
The performance of MLLR is very low for a small number of letters on which to adapt (results not shown on the graph: MLLR yields 64.9% for ten letters of adaptation data, 15.7% recognition for four letters, and 3.8% for one letter). MLLR MAP performance seems to be similar to, but slightly better than, that of MLLR (results not shown on the graph: 65.0% recognition for ten letters, 16.5% recognition for four letters, and 3.8% for one letter). However, the difference between MLLR and MLLR MAP performance may be due to chance. One reader of an earlier version of this article commented that it was surprising that MAP performed better than MLLR in our experiments, as MLLR typically does better for small amounts of adaptation data. The definition of "small" is crucial here: many studies comparing MAP and MLLR do not examine performance for less than 10 s or so of adaptation data. The performance of MLLR for the tiny amounts of adaptation data shown here is consistent with results reported in [32] (see [32, p. 182, Fig. 2 ], which shows poor MLLR performance for one adaptation utterance).
The two pure eigenvoice variants perform better than any other method for up to 17 letters of adaptation data, but seem to reach a plateau quite quickly. Although MLED.5 performs best for very small amounts of data, it seems to reach its plateau sooner than does MLED.10; the former reaches its plateau around four letters, the latter around 17 letters. MLED.5 yields 84.4% for one letter of adaptation data (16% improvement in relative error rate) and 86.3% for four letters (26% improvement). The MLED. 10 MAP hybrid method seems to be inferior to the pure eigenvoice variants for less than ten letters, but to outperform them (and all other methods) for more than ten letters of adaptation data. To avoid cluttering the graph, we have omitted the MLED. 5 MAP results, which are very similar to the MLED. 10 MAP ones (slightly better for small amounts of adaptation data, slightly worse when the full alphabet is given-but for the full alphabet, still better than all methods except MLED.10 MAP). It is not clear whether differences within the eigenvoice family of adaptation algorithms (MLED.5, MLED.5 MAP, MLED.10, MLED.10 MAP) were due to chance (we did not carry out statistical tests).
For unsupervised adaptation, experiments in which the adaptation data consisted of the entire first alphabet production were carried out (no unsupervised adaptation experiments with subsets of the alphabet were performed). In these experiments, the SI recognizer assigns letters in the first production to the models to be adapted (with an 81.3% SI recognition rate, slightly under a fifth of adaptation letters will be assigned to the wrong letter models). Both MLED. 5 
C. Quantitative Analysis
The most important result given in this paper is that MLED can yield significantly improved performance over the SI baseline on as little as one letter of supervised adaptation data. To validate this claim, details of these single-letter experiments are given.
Consider a particular letter, e.g., "A." For each speaker in Isolet, the sound file for the speaker's first utterance of this letter was given to the MLED algorithm as adaptation data. MLED then computed the speaker's coordinates in the eigenspace obtained from the current 120 reference speakers (i.e, all Isolet speakers not in the same Isolet set as the current speaker); the resulting adapted model for the current speaker was then tested on all 26 utterances in that speaker's second production of the alphabet. Thus, for a particular letter and a given speaker, 26 isolated-word recognition results were obtained. Each of the 150 speakers ended up being tested (this was arranged by carrying out experiments for each of the five possible splits of the Isolet sets into four training sets and one test set). Thus, recognition results were obtained for a particular letter provided as adaptation data. Table I shows the MLED.5 recognition rate as a function of the single letter provided as supervised adaptation data, with results ordered from best (rank 1) to worst (rank 17). Each of the 26 entries in the table is averaged over 3900 isolated-word recognition results. Note that MLED.5 performed better than the SI baseline (81.3%) even for the worst letter, (W); average single-letter performance is 84.4%. The first column of the table lists the 13 letters yielding the best single-letter performance-these are exactly the E-set and A-set letters. When given a letter from the E-set as adaptation data, MLED produced models that did a good job of recognizing all nine letters in this large set, yielding a high recognition rate (and similarly for the four letters in the "A" set).
To test the significance of these results, McNemar's test [16] was applied to the null hypothesis: that the difference between MLED.5 and SI results is due to chance. Ideally, this hypothesis would be tested on data pooled over all 26 single-letter adaptation data subsets. However, it is difficult to devise a way of doing this that does not violate the assumptions underlying McNemar's test. Accordingly, the test was applied by treating each of the 26 letters separately (a way of evaluating significance that favors the null hypothesis). For each letter, the probability of co-occurrence of the MLED.5 and SI results for that letter was computed, under the assumption that the true performance of both methods is the same. Because of the large numbers involved, the normal approximation of the McNemar's test was also employed to evaluate the performance of MLED.5 against SI for four and ten adaptation letters. For each of the two four-letter subsets on which adaptation experiments were carried out, the null hypothesis of no difference between the methods could be rejected at the 1% level. For each of the three 10-letter subsets on which adaptation experiments were carried out, the null hypothesis could also be rejected at the 1% level.
Finally, the performance of MLED.5 in the unsupervised adaptation experiments using the whole alphabet as adaptation data was assessed separately against each of the noneigenvoice methods. In each case, the null hypothesis that MLED.5 was no better than the other method could be rejected at the 1% level (even for MLLR, the competing method with the highest score).
D. Discussion
The main difference between the pure eigenvoice approach on the one hand, and MAP and MLLR on the other, is that the former will typically have a much smaller number of degrees of freedom during the adaptation phase. For instance, in the experiments described above MLED.5 had five degrees of freedom during adaptation, while global MLLR had approximately 522 degrees of freedom (18 features times 19 parameters per feature). The amount of online computation required by the eigenvoice technique is small.
The price paid for the powerful constraints on the adapted model in the eigenvoice approach is large offline data, memory, and computational requirements (because of the need for SD data, SD model training, and PCA applied to the SD models); furthermore, during adaptation somewhat larger amounts of memory storage are required than for other methods. For instance, to obtain the MLED.5-estimated model from the first alphabet production of a given speaker in the above experiments, it was necessary to train 120 SD models and then perform PCA on them (offline). Since each SD model has 2808 Gaussian mean parameters, with the other parameters coming from the SI model, more than 336 960 parameters were calculated during SD training. Fortunately, the existence of extremely efficient algorithms for PCA ([22, pp. 235-246] ) means that this step is less computationally intensive than SD training. During online adaptation, the system must access five eigenvoice vectors, each containing 2808 Gaussian mean parameters-a total of 14 040 parameters. For some applications, these requirements may be too high a price to pay for rapid adaptation.
The results above show that the eigenvoice approach can yield very rapid adaptation: 16% relative improvement in error rate with one letter of supervised adaptation data, 26% relative improvement in error rate with four letters of supervised adaptation data. However, these results should not be interpreted as meaning that the eigenvoice approach is globally "better" than MAP or MLLR. Rather, the approach has both the advantages and disadvantages of heavy reliance on prior information from the population of reference speakers. The advantages are most apparent when the amount of adaptation data is very small; in this situation, strong constraints on the form of the adapted model are helpful. However, as more information about the characteristics of the current speaker arrives, the larger number of degrees of freedom for MAP and MLLR turn into an advantage: these techniques continue to adapt themselves to the new speaker, while the pure eigenvoice model cannot escape from a low-dimensional hyperplane. One would also expect MAP and MLLR to perform better (even for small amounts of data) in cases where the new speaker's voice characteristics are dissimilar to those of the reference speakers. The development of hybrid techniques combining rapid and long-term adaptation will be an important area for future research (see [35] for some exciting recent results).
V. ROBUSTNESS TO CHANGES IN TRAINING
Since the eigenvoice approach relies heavily on the reference speaker models, it is important to know how sensitive it is to changes in these models, such as reductions in the amount of training data. Table II sheds light on this question. The results were obtained by using the first alphabet production for each test speaker as adaptation data, then testing on the second alphabet production by the same speaker (as before, the results were averaged over the five splits of the 150 Isolet speakers into reference and test sets). The column "2 prod, 120 spkrs" gives results when both alphabet productions were used to train each of 120 reference models (the values for MLED.5 and MLED.10 are marginally higher than those shown in Fig. 2 , because of an improvement in a detail of ML training). The columns "2 prod, 60 spkrs" and "2 prod, 30 spkrs" show results for 60 and 30 reference models respectively, where each reference model is trained on both productions of the alphabet. Finally, "1 prod, 120 spkrs" shows results when only one alphabet production is used to train each of 120 reference models.
We also tried lowering the number of reference speakers of a particular sex. Unsurprisingly, performance on test speakers of a given sex deteriorated when all or most reference speakers are of the opposite sex; performance on the sex that is predominant among the reference speakers also deteriorated, but not as much.
Finally, we experimented with adaptive training of the reference speaker models (global MLLR followed by MAP) where only a subset of one production of the alphabet is supplied for each reference speaker. In Table III , the third column ("Full") gives results when reference speaker models were trained on both production of the alphabet; the fourth column ("balanced 17-letters") gives results when reference speaker models were trained on 17 letters from the first production ("C," "D," "F," "G," "I," "J," "M," "N," "Q," "R," "S," "U," "V," "W," "X," "Y," and "Z"); the fifth column ("random") gives results when each reference speaker model was trained on a random set of letters drawn from the first production (average number of letters in set: 17). Note that adaptive training had no significant advantage over ML training when both alphabet productions were given ("Full"). On the other hand, when 9 letters were missing completely from the training data ("balanced 17-letters") adaptive training performed almost as well as for "Full" training data, while ML performance deteriorated considerably. Choosing random letter subsets to train each reference speaker ("random") brought ML performance almost level with that of adaptive training, presumably because every letter had been seen at least once in the training data.
The Isolet database that served as the testbed for the experiments in this paper is rather homogeneous in terms of age and regional origin (for instance, there are only two non-Americans among the 150 speakers, and very few people from the southern US). Given a more heterogeneous database, it would be fascinating to explore the impact on eigenvoice-based speaker adaptation of including and excluding speakers from the reference set on the basis of various demographic criteria.
VI. INTERPRETATIONS OF THE EIGENVOICES
Researchers often try to find physical interpretations for the first few principal components (PCs) generated by PCA. As Jolliffe points out ([22, p. 50]): "The results of a PCA are much more satisfying if intuitively reasonable interpretations can be given to some or all of the retained PCs." However, Jolliffe also warns [22, p. 51 ]: "It must be emphasized that although in many examples the PC's can be readily interpreted, this is by no means universally true."
We tried to find interpretations for the first few eigendimensions obtained from one of the data splits. First, PCA was performed on the speaker-dependent models obtained from Isolet sets 1-4 (120 models, each trained on both productions of the alphabet by a given speaker); the first ten principal components were retained as eigenvoices. Subsequently, the coordinates of all 150 speakers in the resulting space were estimated (via MLED.10 applied to both alphabet productions for each speaker). Thus, each of the 150 speakers was associated with a 10-dimensional vector of weights: [ ] (in order from most to least important component of variation).
Dimension 1 is closely correlated with sex: 74 of 75 women in the database have negative weights in this dimension, and all 75 men have positive weights. Dimension 1 also correlates with pitch, even within the same sex.
One of the authors (Niedzielski), who is an acoustic phonetician, studied a large number of spectrograms from the 150 speakers in order to find acoustic correlates for dimensions 2 and 3. Once a relationship had been hypothesized from visual inspection of the spectrogram, it was confirmed by quantitative measurement. Dimension 2 correlates strongly with amplitude: a negative weight indicates loudness, a positive weight softness. Fig. 3 shows this relationship graphically for the most extreme positive and most extreme negative male ( ) and female ( ) in dimension 2 from each of Isolet's five speaker sets. The -axis is the log of the peak rms amplitude for letter "A" (averaged over both productions), and the -axis is dimension 2 weight. We chose the letter "A" for the figure arbitrarily, since the pattern is clear for all letters. Dimension 3 may be correlated with second-formant movement. Many names for letters in the alphabet contain diphthongs, which are produced by beginning with the tongue in a relatively low position, and then "gliding" to a more fronted position associated with high (as in "I," "E," "A") or a more backed position associated with low (as in "U," "O"). For each of hundreds of spectrograms, was measured at the beginning and end of a vowel; high absolute magnitude for the slope was associated with a negative dimension 3, while slopes near zero were associated with a positive dimension 3. Thus, speakers with negative dimension 3 weights seem to produce more dramatic tongue glides than those with positive dimension 3 weights. Fig. 4 was obtained from the most extreme positive and negative males and females in dimension 3 for each of Isolet's sets. This time the -axis comes from both productions of "U" (we chose "U" for the figure because the phonemes making up the diphthong, " " and " ," have tongue positions that are particularly far apart). For this letter, values for negative speakers tend to decrease more dramatically than for positive speakers (for a letter like "A,"
values for negative speakers tend to increase more dramatically than for positive speakers). Finally, though quantitative measurements were not made, dimension 4 may be correlated with changes in pitch (a negative weight in this dimension seems to imply rising , a positive weight seems to imply falling ). These conclusions are tentative ones, given to provide an intuitive appreciation of the kind of phenomena modeled by the eigenvoices, and to suggest hypotheses for further exploration. It is possible that acoustic attributes we did not consider (or combinations and transformations of the attributes we did consider) would correlate even more strongly with the most important eigenvoices.
The most interesting correlation observed was that between dimension 1 (the most important principal component) and the speaker's sex and pitch. Recall that this relationship between the first principal component and sex was also found by Hu et al. (see 3.5 above), even though these researchers employed a different database, different acoustic features, and a singleGaussian classifier instead of HMM's. It seems likely to us that this result will generalize to other databases that contain roughly equal numbers of male and female speakers.
Some of the other relationships we observed may apply only to Isolet, not to the English language in general. Isolet's vocabulary is highly unrepresentative, e.g., the spoken English alphabet contains more than its fair share of diphthongs, which may help explain the correlation between dimension 3 and glide. Eigenvoices obtained from a different database with a larger vocabulary and more typical phoneme distribution might well assign very minor importance to glide. However, although some of the detailed observations above may not apply elsewhere, the use of PCA as a tool for exploring the major sources of variation between speaker-dependent models is applicable to other databases.
VII. FUTURE WORK
A. Extensions of the Eigenvoice Approach
This section discusses possible extensions of the eigenvoice approach that could be applied within the context of either small-vocabulary or large-vocabulary recognition. The next section discusses the specific extensions required to apply the eigenvoice approach to large-vocabulary recognition. Fig. 2 gives a very clear picture of the disadvantages and advantages of the pure eigenvoice approach. Because it obliges the supervector for the new speaker to be located in -space, the adapted model is highly constrained. This is a disadvantage for larger amounts of adaptation data (performance quickly reaches a plateau), but an advantage for very small amounts. To retain the advantages of the approach for small amounts of adaptation data, while improving performance for larger amounts, one could employ a pure eigenvoice model initially and then apply MAP or MLLR, with the eigenvoice model as prior, once a threshold for the amount of adaptation data has been exceeded. This would allow the adapted model to escape from -space, and thus deal with characteristics of the new speaker's voice not seen among the reference speakers, once enough observations have been made. Note the excellent performance of MAP with MLED.10 prior on Isolet for more than ten letters of adaptation data ("MLED. 10 MAP" line in Fig. 2 ). Another possibility would be to allow to rise as the amount of adaptation data increases. However, since almost every new speaker probably manifests some speech characteristics not found in the reference speakers, good long-term performance requires that the adapted model eventually be permitted to leave -space, so MAP, MLLR or another technique with far more than degrees of freedom should always be applied once sufficient adaptation data are available. Recent experiments in which the eigenvoice approach is combined with MLLR suggest this may be a highly effective strategy [35] .
Besides these hybrid models, we are investigating several other extensions of the eigenvoice approach for small-vocabulary tasks:
• discriminative training of the reference SD models;
• application of the technique to environment adaptation;
• application of the technique to speaker verification and identification (here, LDA rather than PCA would probably be the best way of finding the basis); • modification of the initial basis vectors by gradient descent so they more closely reflect the directions of maximum likelihood variation between models on the training data (the vectors found by PCA represent directions of maximum variation between the features of the models, which is not the same thing)-this idea is explored in [35] ; • eigenvoice adaptation of state transition probabilities and Gaussian standard deviations. With regard to the last point, the underlying concept is that there might be correlations between different types of parameters in HMMs: for instance, knowledge about the Gaussian means in an SD model might enable one to make more accurate predictions about the state transition probabilities and the values for the standard deviations. To exploit such correlations, one would apply PCA (or some other dimensionality reduction technique) to a set of "extended" supervectors which include information about transition probabilities and standard deviations derived from SD models. The correlation rather than the covariance version of PCA would be used, for the reasons given in Section II-B. It may seem strange to treat Gaussian means, their standard deviations, and HMM state transition probabilities in a uniform way. However, PCA is often used to find correlations between variables of very different types ( [22, pp. 51-63] ).
The transition probabilities are, by definition, compositional values that sum to unity. Jolliffe discusses this type of variable in detail in his book ( [22, pp. 209-211] ) and suggests application of the Aitchison transformation prior to PCA. Assuming these probabilities turn out to be correlated with other HMM parameters, this seems the best way of incorporating them in the approach (the reverse transformation would applied to the transition parameters after estimation of the new speaker's extended supervector).
If the relationship between the mean value of a given Gaussian parameter and its standard deviation is roughly linear (across SD models), the linearity approximation underlying PCA implies that one could get good estimates for standard deviations by entering them directly into the supervector. In cases where linearity does not hold, one could try a simple transformation prior to PCA ([22, p. 51]); again, this would imply application of the reverse transform later to obtain the new speaker's standard deviations.
Given a low-dimensional eigenspace derived from extended supervectors, a method for estimating the weights on the eigenvectors is needed. As a heuristic, it would be reasonable to use the MLED formula given earlier to estimate the weights (i.e., to optimize for the Gaussian means only). Use of MLED could conceivably lead to unrealistic parameter estimates (e.g., nonpositive estimates for standard deviations). This possibility is inherent in the use of PCA and thus difficult to eliminate. Devising a form of constrained optimization for transition probabilities and standard deviations in this framework is an open problem. Of course, the really important issue is whether the Gaussian means do in fact contain useful information about the other HMM parameters; this question can only be answered by further experimental work. The next section discusses a simpler approach to estimation of variability in Gaussian models.
B. Training Eigenvoice Models for Large-Vocabulary Systems
"We do not currently have much faith in those approaches to "speaker independent" ASR which are based on merely collecting many examples of how different speakers say the same words, without systematising the relationship between them. It seems to us necessary for large vocabulary ASR systems to estimate characteristics of the speaker's voice and allow for them in the recognition process . We hope that much of the variability among voices can be captured using a few orthogonal dimensions in a 'speaker space' " [7] . The work on the eigenvoice approach described in this paper can be seen as an exploration of the issues raised by the quotation above in the context of small-vocabulary recognition (surprisingly, the quotation dates to 1983). The most interesting remaining challenge is the extension of the eigenvoice approach to large-vocabulary applications. Clearly, this requires a way of dealing with allophones. In principle, one could train context-dependent, speaker-dependent models (initializing with an SI system) and then proceed exactly as described above for the small-vocabulary alphabet task: extract a supervector from each SD model, perform PCA, and so on. With the databases available today, however, there will be insufficient data per reference speaker to yield good reference SD models (many allophones will be unrepresented in the training data from a given speaker). In addition, the computational and storage requirements of this naive extension of the small-vocabulary methodology would be onerous.
Consider the structure of the eigenvoice models for the small-vocabulary task. In these speech models, there was a clear separation between modeling of inter-speaker variability, represented by position in -space, and modeling of intra-speaker variability, represented by the Gaussians in each speaker-adapted model. We believe that this separation was crucial to the success of the eigenvoice approach. Thus, the goal of our large-vocabulary work will be to pool data from different speakers to train allophone models in a way that still allows inter-speaker variability to be modeled separately from intra-speaker variability. Similar considerations underlie speaker-adaptive training [4] , [5] .
However, rather than base the structure of the large-vocabulary system on that of an initial SI model, we plan to remove speaker-dependent characteristics from training data at the very beginning of training, prior to growing state trees for allophones [41] and to creating mixture Gaussians. We hope that this methodology will lead to more efficient pooling of training data from different speakers (compared to systems derived from SI models) since the output distributions will from the beginning model mainly intra-speaker phenomena, rather than irrelevant speaker-dependent phenomena.
This training methodology is applicable with any of the "speaker space" techniques. Huo and Ma recently showed how it yields better allophone models in the SAT paradigm [20] . In the eigenvoice approach, one could attempt to obtain better allophone models by building on the work of Acero and Huang [1] and Hazen and Glass [17] , [18] (see Section III-D). These researchers built models in which phoneme means are assumed to be speaker-dependent, but variability around the mean is assumed to be speaker-independent. Thus, covariance parameters can be estimated by subtracting each speaker's "centroid" (mean vector) for each phoneme from his or her training data for that phoneme, then pooling the resulting normalized training data from different speakers.
To support rapid adaptation of context-dependent models, the Acero and Huang paradigm requires a method for rapidly estimating phoneme centroids for new speakers. Given an eigenspace obtained from a population of speaker-dependent, context-independent models, an "eigencentroid" could be subtracted from each reference speaker's data before pooling the training data to train the allophone models. The result would be what we call the "eigencentroid plus delta tree" model: a context-dependent phoneme for a given speaker is modeled as the sum of a speaker-dependent phoneme centroid with an offset given by a decision tree (the delta tree) that models context-dependency. We hope that MLED will support rapid, accurate estimation of the phoneme centroids for a new speaker, yielding (in conjunction with the delta trees) a reasonably good context-dependent, adapted model from a small amount of adaptation data. Experiments with the "eigencentroid plus delta tree" model will be carried out in the near future.
VIII. SUMMARY
We present the idea of using "eigenvoices," a set of orthogonal basis vectors derived from the parameters of speaker-dependent models trained on reference speakers, for rapid speaker adaptation, and give experimental results on the Isolet database. We applied principal component analysis to find the eigenvoices, and employed a maximum likelihood estimator called MLED to find the coordinates of each new speaker in the eigenvoice space. Compared to the performance of a speaker-independent baseline system, the eigenvoice approach yielded remarkably good performance on very small amounts of supervised adaptation data, e.g., 16% relative error rate reduction for a single letter of adaptation data, and 26% relative error rate reduction for four letters of adaptation data. With these amounts of adaptation data, it significantly outperformed the MAP and MLLR adaptation techniques. However, as the amount of adaptation data increased, the performance of eigenvoice adaptation seemed to reach a plateau. We suggest that this behavior arises from the small number of degrees of freedom allowed to the adapted model in our framework, and argue in favor of a hybrid approach in which eigenvoices are used to estimate priors for techniques with more degrees of freedom. Finally, we indicate how the technique could be applied to train context-dependent models capable of rapid speaker adaptation for large-vocabulary tasks.
